
Robert Smith
Parachute Rigger

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Provides leadership, motivation, supervision, and direction of 12 personnel. Performs duties in an 
exceptional manner and consistently out performs peers. Regularly recognized by seniors and 
subordinates for outstanding leadership abilities.

SKILLS

Microsoft word, WPM, Experienced Machine Lift Inventory experience,Bilingual: English/Spanish.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Parachute Rigger
ABC Corporation  July 2008 – May 2012 
 Packed personnel and heavy drop parachutes.
 Loaded supply bundles and configured them for aerial drops into combat zones.
 Managed airborne operations for the majority of US military members in Europe.
 Aided in the preparations for memorial airborne operations such as Operation Normandy and 

Operation Market Garden.
 Managed the Defense Travel System for an organization of over 800 personnel ensuring that 

they received the correct reimbursements for all work related travel expenses.
 Safely packed over 2500, malfunction free parachute systems.
 Accurately reimbursed personnel with over $3 million dollars of work related travel expenses.

Parachute Rigger
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2008 
 Through my military service I acquired and strengthened skills such as leadership, teamwork, 

attention to detail, dependability,communication and .
 Look forward to finding a work environment that i can utilize and further develope these skills.
 Rig supplies, equipment and vehicles for airdrop -Perform technical, routine and in-storage 

rigger-type inspection on cargo, extraction and personnel .
 Affixed parachutes for heavy drop operations in support of 82 nd Airborne Division Performed 

multiple food, water, and supplies drops for troops and .
 Packing, repairing,inventory of personnel and cargo parachutes of Army Airborne combat 

special operations.
 Parachute Rigger Inventory, clean, receive, store, and issue all airdrop equipment used in 

airdrop operations Personally responsible for the daily .
 Scheduled weekly issue and receipt of parachutes and from units make jumps Scheduled 

soldiers for rigger related duties File paperwork, answer phone, .

EDUCATION

Leadership Course - (Army Airborne School)
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